
Median Lp distance of a successful adversary; a larger value indicates the model is more difficult to fool. Bold indicates the best perfor-
mance between the CNN+S+N, Size-Controlled CNN+S+N and HBCNN+S+N; blue indicates the best performance across all networks. 
HB-CNN = hierarchical binding convolutional neural network (our model); AT = adversarial training; S = label smoothing regularization; N = 
Gaussian and Salt-and- pepper noise during training; GE=Gradient Estimation.       = black-box attack

Hierarchical Feature Binding in Convolutional Neural Networks: 
Making Adversarial Attacks Geometrically Challenging

Ours

Overview
- Approach robust machine vision with a novel deep-learning architecture using 
ideas from primate feature binding
- Feature binding = how separately represented features are encoded in a rela-
tionally meaningful way (e.g. a small edge composing part of the larger contour 
of an object)

- Absence of such representations from current models such as CNNs might partly 
explain their vulnerability to subtly altered images --> adversarial examples (Sze-
gedy et al., 2014). 

- Literature suggests adversarial examples a result of ‘off-manifold’ perturbations, 
where decision boundary is poor (Tanay & Griffin, 2016; Khoury & Hadeld-Menell, 
2018; Stutz et al., 2019)
- We aim to capture hierarchical feature binding, providing representations in 
otherwise vulnerable directions

- CNNs with our modication empirically more robust against broad range of L0, L2 
and L∞ attacks in both the black-box and white-box setting on MNIST, FMNIST, and 
CIFAR-10 (latter results in associated paper under review)
- However, model appears to still be vulnerable to sufficiently powerful attack 
(e.g. Brendel et al., 2019)

- - Despite persistent vulnerability, evaluations support that modications do indeed 
improve decision boundary, and as a result of preserved binding information

- Implement a novel CNN architecture, inspired by recent work in 
theoretical neuroscience (Eguchi et al., 2018). This architecture seeks to 
capture hierarchical binding representations that encode the causal 
relations between lower level and higher-level visual features of an 
object. 

-- Within the framework of adversarial examples as off-manifold 
perturbations, we provided empirical evidence of enhanced robustness 
to a broad range of L0, L∞ and L2 norm-measured attacks, all within both 
black box and white box settings.  
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Figure 1: The effect of binding on the decision boundary

Red and blue represent two different object manifolds (e.g. cats and dogs)

a) Object classes often represented in low-dimensions : enables linear separating decision 
boundaries, but decision boundary unpredictable off the manifold. Potentially many vulnera-
ble directions.

b) Aim is to preserve additional dimensions of variation. Hierarchical binding enables explicit 
representation of these features alongside more abstract dimensions. Due to the sparsity of 
samples in high-dimensions, this alone is insufficient.

c) + regularization --> sparse data points can inform a more useful decision boundary, and 
some enhanced model robustness is seen. 

d) + regularization + noise --> further addresses the sampling problem, providing a more 
robust decision boundary (Table 1). 

OOur model beats adversarial training (Madry et al, 2018) on several black-box attacks, and on the 
All L2 and All L0 metric, but at a smaller cost in clean classication accuracy and with fewer (4x) 
parameters.

Feature binding : 
--> the brain’s ability to jointly represent features that are encoded separately (e.g. the colour and shape 
that jointly describe a yellow triangle) (Treisman,1998)
- binding can be hierarchical: for example, when we look at a cat, we see not only that it is a cat, but also 
the particular spatial features of that feline, from edges to the possible presence of a scarred eye, or the ab-
sence of an ear

- Eguchi et al. (2018) proposed how the brain might capture hierarchical binding with spiking activity and 
temporal coincidence detection
- such binding would be consistent with observed neurons such as border-ownership cells (Zhou et al. 
2000)

Adversarial examples in humans : 
- under conditions of time-limited viewing and masking, humans show 
slight but signicant sensitivity to adversarial examples (Elsayed et al, 2018)

- - Eguchi et al (2018) proposed top-down and lateral computations needed 
for biological encoding of binding --> the experimental conditions of El-
sayed et al (2018) could have disrupted these and contributed to transfer 
attack vulnerability

- until now limited literature explaining adversarial robustness to trans-
fer/black-box attacks through biological means Chihuahua... or ostrich?

The Neuroscience

- Unpooling captures which low-level features causally drove max-pooled representations

- ‘Gradient unpooling’ captures which simple features contributed to abstract representations. Broadly: gradient of max-pooled neu-
rons taken w.r.t. neurons in lower layer; this informs a binary mask to preserving the     most important low-level neurons. 

- Unpooling + gradient unpooling representations are concatenated with max-pooling --> all provided to fully-connected layer.

- Figure 2b : how these operations relate to hierarchical feature binding as causal relations among features (Eguchi et al., 2018). 

Figure 2: Implementing a Hierarchical Binding Convolutional Neural Netowrk (HBCNN)

Figure 3: Hierarchical binding reduces the proba-
bility of nding vulnerable decision regions 
Gaussian ball of constant magnitude requires more iterations to nd 
vulnerable region. Robustness is not just e.g. gradient masking.
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Figure 4: Effect of hierarchical binding dimension and 
causal role on robustness
Uprojecting most important low-level activations provides benet, 
while using smallest gradients to derive binding confers less.

Conclusion

Model Description

Results

Table 1: MNIST Results
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